WAC 230-14-290  Calculating cash over and cash short on the punch board and pull-tab monthly income summary. (1) When preparing their monthly income summary, operators must determine cash over or cash short by:

(a) Subtracting actual cash from net gambling receipts for punch boards and pull-tabs which award cash prizes; and

(b) Subtracting actual cash from gross gambling receipts for punch boards and pull-tabs which award merchandise prizes.

(2) When operators sell more than one series of pull-tabs from a single dispenser and the dispenser has meters to record the number of tabs dispensed from each series, operators may compute the actual cash using the meter readings. If operators use this method, they must:

(a) Play out all series in each dispenser at least once each calendar quarter; and

(b) Reconcile the total cash removed from the dispenser to the total tabs sold from that dispenser to calculate the combined cash over or cash short for all series played from each dispenser during the period. "Reconcile" means the operator must compare the two balances, resolve any differences, and document the comparison and the differences in writing.

[Statutory Authority: RCW 9.46.070. WSR 07-17-058 (Order 614), § 230-14-290, filed 8/10/07, effective 1/1/08.]